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Dissertation Abstract

The Structure and Stability of the Collagen Triple Helix

Sean Mooney

This thesis describes the modeling of the triple helix of collagen for characterizing the

mutations associated with collagenous disease. Chapter one introduces the material and

summarizes the findings of this work. In chapter two, I describe the quantitative

validation of mutant and wildtype collagen-like peptide models. Chapter three describes

the development of parameters for simulating substituted proline residues and the effects

of those parameters on the conformation of the triple helix. Those parameters are then

used to simulate the triple helix and their effect on conformation and solvent structure.

Using my model, chapter four describes the simulation of many serine, valine, cysteine

and alanine disease associated mutations and described the structural changes that occur

between the mutant and normal peptides. Finally in chapter five, I give perspective on

these results and speculate on the future direction of this project. The appendix describes

an evolutionary approach to characterizing disease associated genetic variation.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction



Recently there have been a number of commercial and public projects aimed at collecting

and understanding human genomic variation [1]. The goal of these projects is to provide

an understanding of how genotype is associated with disease, how it affects response to

drugs and how it affects the protein products of genes. Examples of these projects

include the SNP Consortium, the Human Genome Mutations Database [2], many loci

specific databases ([3], [4] for example), and both public and private genome sequencing

efforts [5]. Much of the data that are being collected are mutations annotated with their

observed phenotype. Unfortunately, phenotypic annotations alone do not characterize the

underlying structural and functional basis for the observed phenotype of the mutations.

Currently researchers characterize these mutations from two fronts: 1) Collecting and

storing large amounts of uncharacterized mutations, usually single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) and 2) Intensively studying individual mutations to characterize

the link to human disease. While the first goal is proving to be a relatively easy task

(The SNP Consortium has identified over 1,400,000 variations [1]), the second goal is

time consuming and expensive. The third method employs computational approaches

and while it shows promise it is not yet a mature technology.

This thesis develops new computational approaches to characterize mutations, using the

collagenous disease Osteogenesis Imperfecta as a model. Collagen is a good model

system because structural models are easy to generate and simulate, there is experimental

data to correlate to, and many collagenous disease-associated mutations have been

reported.



Collagen

Collagen is the most abundant protein in animals and functions as a extra-cellular

structural scaffold. It is identified by the presence of a triple helical domain. The triple

helix is easily identified by the presence of a X-Y-Gly repeating amino acid motif, where

the X and Y positions are often proline residues [6].

The structure of the triple-helical domain consists of three single polypeptide chains, each

of which forms a left handed polyproline type II helix having a pitch of 9.5 Å with

approximately three residues per turn. The three peptides wind together to form a tight

right handed superhelix that has a pitch of about 100 A and is approximately 15 A wide.

Within the superhelix, each chain is offset by one residue with respect to each other

resulting in asymmetric residue positions.

Collagen is a diverse family of over 18 types encoded by over 28 genes [7]. Fibril

collagens such as Type I and III contain long unbroken triple helices of over 1000

residues per chain. Fibril and basement membrane forms of collagen typically have a

glycine occupying every third residue in the triple helix. Fibril forms of collagen (Types

I-III, V, and XI) have long sequences of glycine repeats, while basement membrane

collagens have 21 interruptions that occur across the 1300 residue triple-helical domain

of the COLIV(c. 1) gene [8].

Type I collagen is the most commonly occurring form of collagen and is a heterotrimer

consisting of two COL1A1 and one COL1A2 gene product. The COL1A1 gene is on the
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middle third of the long arm of chromosome 17 in band 17q21.31-17q22.05 and the

COL1A2 gene is on chromosome 7 located in bands 7q21.3-q22.1 [9].

Type I collagen is the major collagen form of skin, tendon and bone. Collagen serves

primarily as a structural protein in the extracellular matrix. Mutations in type I collagen

genes are associated with Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI) and some forms of Ehlers Danlos

Syndrome. OI patients exhibit a broad range of pathologies from relatively mild

symptoms that normalize by adulthood to perinatal lethality. There are four types of OI,

Types I-IV as reviewed in [10]. OI type II is the most clinically severe form and is

generally perinatally lethal. Type I OI is characterized chiefly by multiple bone fractures,

usually resulting from minimal trauma, hence the common name for OI, “Brittle Bones

Disease.” OI Type I patients have normal stature, normal teeth and distinctly blue sclera.

OI Type III is a relatively severe form that is identified by reduced stature, brittle bones

and blue sclera that often normalize with age. OI Type IV is mild and identified

clinically by the presence of normal sclera.

Positions susceptible to disease-associated point mutations are always either in the

glycine positions or single nucleotide sybstitutions forming stop codons (missense

mutations). While many lethal Type II mutations occur toward the C-terminus, near the

putative triple helix folding initiation site, there is no positional based method for

determining phenotype. Amino acid identities also do not adequately predict phenotype

of disease and can be varied for each possible amino acid substitution. In model

peptides, disruption of the periodic glycine position is severely destabilizing and is



usually considered to be a disruption of the triple helix [11]. It is this observation that led

to the hypothesis that lethal mutations are often more destabilizing than non-lethal

mutations.

Posttranslational hydroxylation of proline residues in the Y position has been shown to

increase the thermal stability of collagen sequences [12]. The increased stability caused

by hydroxyproline has led researchers to use proline-hydroxyproline-glycine (POG) as

the ideal collagen-like triplet. It is also the most common triplet in Type I collagen.

Models

º
Figure 1: Collagen-like Peptide with a Gly-Ala Mutation

Aarºne Hydroxyproline
-

Native collagen poses many experimental and computational challenges because its large

size inhibits many experimental approaches, thus short collagen-like peptides are used as

models for fibril collagens. Collagen-like peptides contain the regular structure of the

triple helix and have thermodynamic properties similar to short segments of native

collagen triple helices. To date, most high resolution structural work on collagen is based

on collagen-like peptides [13],114]. These peptides are typically homotrimeric with n

repeating triplets of sequence PPG or POG where n is 5 or 10 [15]. Experimentally,

collagen-like peptides are usually short homotrimers that are reversibly denaturable in a
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known amino acid environment. Because of their small size and regular structure,

collagen-like peptides allow for accurate and tractable simulations. Accurate free energy

calculations between similar peptides is achievable because their small size allows for

adequate sampling during short simulations.

Summary of Findings

I. Quantitative Validation of the Model

Work in the laboratory of Dr. Teri Klein showed that mutations in the triple helix of

collagen can be simulated using molecular dynamics methods. This was an important

step in validating my models for use in prediction of the effects of mutations. In chapter

2, I show that my models can reproduce experimental free energy differences of mutant

peptides with the simplest glycine mutation. Using a thermodynamic cycle, the total free

energy difference was calculated to be AAG = 10.76 + 2.97 kcal/mol, which is

comparable to the experimental free energy of 11.9 kcals/mol. My previous simulations

[16] along with my calculated relative stabilities of the glycine collagen model

[(POG)10]3 and its G →A mutated form shows that my methods are capable of describing

the dynamic structural and free energy changes caused by a point mutation. Structurally,

I found that an increase in solvent hydrogen bonding occurs when the mutations are

introduced to the triple helix. These simulations give insight into how each mutation

energetically and structurally affects the triple helix.
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II. Building a model of the hydroxyproline effect

Hydroxyprolines (hyp) in the Y position of collagen's repeating X-Y-Gly triplet stabilize

the folded state by approximately 0.2 kcals/mol/triplet [17],[18]. In chapter 3, I build

parameters for the O-C-C-N torsional angle of hydroxyproline and show how it affects

proline ring conformation in dipeptides and in the folded triple helix. Historically, the

increased stability of substituted prolines was thought to be mediated by hydrogen

bonding of the pyrrolidine hydroxyl with solvent. Unlike hydroxyproline, fluoroproline

(flp) cannot hydrogen bond well with solvent, yet pro-flp-gly was shown to be the most

stable triplet known [19]. Researchers have also shown that aminoproline (amp) with an

electron withdrawing effect and solvent hydrogen bonding potential stabilizes the triple

helix to a larger degree than hydroxyproline [20]. It has been recently proposed that the

stabilizing effect of electronegative groups on the 4 position of the pyrrolidine ring is due

to an electron withdrawing effect. Also, only those electronegative groups having R

stereochemistry show increased stability [17].

New parameters were derived to model the presence of an electron withdrawing group at

the four position of the proline ring. Using these parameters, I simulated folded triple

helices and simple dipeptides in vacuo and with explicit solvent. I find that the new

parameters affect the structure of the triple helix. This conformational change gives

insight into why hydroxyproline is more stable in the Y position over proline residues.



Original hypotheses for the hydroxyproline effect proposed that a complicated solvent

network bound to hydroxyprolines (hyp) stabilizes the folded state over the unfolded

state. I show how the environment around a substituted proline residue confers a

different proline ring conformation and how solvent clusters around the triple helix.

Water molecules have also been observed to form water bridges between peptide chains,

compensating for lost interchain hydrogen bonds in the glycine to alanine mutation.

There importance of solvent is now questioned and recent experimental evidence that

inductive effects stabilize the triple helix leaves a complicated picture of solvent’s role in

collagen.

Molecular dynamics simulations can be used to analyze solvent structure around solutes.

To correctly analyze solvent structure during the course of the simulation of collagen, it

is critical that I correctly model proline ring structure, because prolines make up the bulk

of the exposed surface of the triple helix. I have performed one nanosecond simulations

on the folded trimers, [(ProProGly) ■ ols, [(ProHypoly)10]3, [(ProAmpGly) 10]3,

[(ProAmp"Gly) ol, and [(ProFlpGly)10]3 in explicit solvent. I use these models to

describe how local environment affects the conformation of substituted pyrrolidine rings

and to analyze the structure of solvent around the triple helix.

III. OI Models

Mutations in type I collagen genes are associated with Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI) and

some forms of Ehlers Danlos Syndrome. In Chapter 4, I used my models to examine the



structural effects of disease associated mutations in collagen. To explore the structural

changes that occur when mutations are introduced, I used 400 picosecond molecular

dynamics simulations to build an ensemble of ground state folded structures of the

mutant and wildtype peptide representing OI-associated mutations.

The use of structural models to analyze non-synonymous disease-associated mutations

shows great promise for discovery of the underlying molecular basis of inherited and

somatic disease.

Because of its role as a structural protein, collagen is a good model for the study of

destabilizing mutations. I have found that collagen models can be built, equilibrated and

simulated automatically. These models show structural differences between the mutant

and wildtype peptide models. Clearly, structural parameters by themselves are not

enough to determine the phenotype of a disease-associated mutation in collagen.

Observed structural differences correlate with the identity of the perturbing residue, but

strong correlation with severity of disease is still elusive. This is not necessarily

surprising because disease severity in collagen is known to be the result of several

factors.

Valine residues show the largest RMSD difference over their respective wildtype

peptides, likely due to steric volume differences between the sidechains. There is great

variability within amino acid mutations of the same type, giving more evidence that the

amino acid environment around a mutation is as important as the identity of the mutation



itself. Serine is an interesting case as well, because the mutant sidechains can hydrogen

bond with serine residues on an opposite chain, the mainchain, solvent or another nearby

sidechain. I find that serine residues usually form highly exchangeable hydrogen bonds

with solvent, but they occasionally form low exchanging hydrogen bonds with the

adjacent mainchain or more rarely, with solvent.

Most of the mutations compensate for lost hydrogen bonding with specific hydrogen

bonds with exchange probability. Many of these hydrogen bonds are interactions with

specific water molecules. Their presence is consistent with the hypothesis proposed from

earlier studies on idealized peptides that solvent bridges add to stability of certain

mutants. Lethal mutations are difficult to analyze energetically without an accurate

model of the unfolded state. Lethal mutations do have slightly less backbone hydrogen

bonds than non-lethal mutations. An analysis of the differences in solvent hydrogen

bonding patterns between lethal and non-lethal mutations is inconclusive because of the

large difference in solvent hydrogen bonds between the peptides.

IV. Future Directions and Perspective

Finally in chapter 5, I describe the future of collagen research and how this work can be

transferred to the characterization of other mutations in other systems. The next step for

analysis of these mutations is to build an accurate energetic model of collagen-like

peptides. Free energy techniques using thermodynamic integration have been successful

in studying mutations of the glycine position of collagen. These methods are challenging

** - . . **
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because they require a prohibitively large amount of computational time to calculate.

The MM/PBSA method has been applied to proteins and is a powerful tool for analyzing

the energetics of large protein structures. While being much faster than other methods,

its main drawback is its association with a larger error than thermodynamic integration

calculations. I am currently investigating the use of MM/PBSA tools to discriminate

between destabilized triple helical peptide models.

Select structures from within these simulations are being stored to build a database of

collagen mutation models for experimental and theoretical researchers to use. This

database can aid experimental researchers interested in characterizing disease-associated

mutations, as well as researchers investigating other structural features of collagen.
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Abstract

We studied the results of mutating alanine —-glycine at three positions of a collagen-like

peptide in an effort to develop a computational method for predicting the energetic and

structural effects of a single point genetic mutation in collagen, which is associated with

the clinical diagnosis of Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI). The differences in free energy of

denaturation were calculated between the collagen-like peptides [(POG)4(POA)(POG)4]3

and [(POG)10], (POG: proline-hydroxyproline-glycine)'. Our computational results,

which suggest significant destabilization of the collagen-like triple-helix upon the glycine

—-alanine mutations, correlate very well with the experimental free energies of

denaturation. The robustness of our collagen-like peptide model is shown by its

reproduction of experimental results with both different simulation paths and different

lengths of the model peptide. The individual free energy for each alanine —-glycine

mutation (and the reverse free energy, glycine —-alanine mutation) in the collagen-like

peptide has been calculated. We find that the first alanine introduced into the triple helix

causes a very large destabilization of the helix, but the last alanine introduced into the

same position of an adjacent chain causes a very small change in the peptide stability.

Thus, our results demonstrate that each mutation does not contribute equally to the free

energy. We find that the sum of the calculated individual residues' free energy can

accurately model the experimental free energy for the whole peptide

Introduction

"The letter O is used as the single-letter code for hydroxyproline

17



Collagen is the most abundant protein in mammals. It is distributed among many tissue

types, and is required to provide structural integrity to hollow organs, blood vessels,

bone, tendon, and cartilage. Collagen comprises a diverse family of proteins with over 19

types derived from over 30 gene products.[1]

The identifying structural motif of collagen is the presence of a triple-helical domain. The

triple helix consists of three peptides, each with a repeating X-Y-Gly sequence. The X

and Y positions are often proline residues.[2] Posttranslational hydroxylation of proline

residues in the Y position has been shown to increase the thermal stability of collagen

sequences.[3] The increased stability caused by hydroxyproline has led researchers to use

proline-hydroxyproline-glycine (POG) as the ideal collagen-like triplet.

The structure of the triple-helical domain consists of three single polypeptide chains, each

with a polyproline type II helix that winds to form a right-handed superhelix that is

approximately 15 A wide. The pitch of the superhelix is about 100 A. Each chain has a

pitch of 9.5 Å with approximately three residues per turn. Each chain of the triple helix is

offset by one residue with respect to each other resulting in asymmetric residue positions.

Fibril and basement membrane forms of collagen typically have a glycine occupying

every third residue in the triple helix. Fibril forms of collagen (types I-III, V, and XI)

have long sequences of glycine repeats, while basement membrane collagens (type IV)

have numerous repeats across the triple-helical domain.[4] In basement membranes, 21

interruptions occur across the 1300 residue triple-helical domain of the COLIV(c. 1)

gene.[5]
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Native collagen poses many experimental and computational challenges due to its size,

and thus collagen-like peptides are used as models for fibril collagens. To date, most high

resolution structural work on collagen is based on collagen-like peptides.[6][7] These

peptides are typically homotrimeric with n repeating triplets of sequence PPG or POG

where n is 5 or 10.[8] Experimentally, collagen-like peptides are usually short

homotrimers that are reversibly denaturable in a known amino acid environment. Because

of their small size and regular structure, collagen-like peptides allow for accurate and

tractable simulations. Accurate free energy calculations between similar peptides is

achievable because their small size allows for adequate sampling during short

simulations.

Mutations in collagen genes can have profound effects on the structure and expression of

collagen molecules. Point mutations can vary in phenotype from mild to lethal and have

the greatest effect when the repeating X-Y-Gly motif is interrupted.[9] The genetic

collagenous disorder, Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI), occurs when there are mutations in

the COL1A1 and COL1A2 genes of type I collagen. OI phenotypes range from

asymptomatic to perinatal lethality. Although mutations that cause OI seem to lie near the

C-terminus, no direct correlation between location or sequence has been found. The

understanding of the relationship between sequence and stability is critical in

understanding OI's effects.[9]

Brodsky and her collaborators have characterized the folding dynamics and thermal

Stability of different amino acid triplets inserted into a host collagen-like peptide in an

effort to develop structural models for OI.[10][11] In particular, they have characterized

* * * * *

º
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the collagen-like peptides [(POG)10]3 and [(POG)4(POA)(POG)4]3 (containing the simple

glycine —-alanine mutation in each of the chains in the trimer).[10][11] Molecular

dynamics simulations of these peptides have been previously published.[12] We now

present the computed relative free energies of denaturation of these native and mutant

collagen-like peptides.

Materials and Methods

The cycle depicted in Figure 1 is used to calculate the free energy of

denaturation.[13][14] The calculations on folded and unfolded models (AG, and AGunfold)

are used to calculate AAGale, which can be compared with the experimental AAGexp. The

total free energy of denaturation is expressed using

AAGs. — (AG, + AG, + AG,)
-

3*AGasol. l

where AGunfold is the only unfolded calculation. All free energy calculations were

performed with AMBER(15] version 5. We calculated the Gibbs free energy using

thermodynamic integration,[16][17]

(A-1} 3H *,x... ■ . ("5")
2(A-0)

where H is the Hamiltonian and the angle brackets are used to represent the ensemble

average of states. We used molecular dynamics simulations at 300° K to generate the

ensemble average. Thermodynamic integration allows one to decompose the free energy

values into the components such as electrostatics, Lennard-Jones, and bond correction
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terms. Unlike the Gibbs free energy, the energy components are path dependent.[18][19]

The values of the components were used to confirm our reasoning on the underlying

causes of differences in free energies between simulations.[18]

Calculations on the collagen-like peptide, [(POG)4(POA)(POG)5]3, and the collagen-like

peptide, [(POG)10]3, were prepared using the published structure pdb:1cgd.[20] The 1cgd

has the sequence [(POG)4(POA)(POG)5]3. In order to perform calculations on [(POG)10]3,

we built a model from 1cgd by removing the alanine side chains and equilibrating the

new peptide in a manner similar to previous studies.[12] Each model was built within a

box with an average 8 Å of TIP3P solvent[21] molecules from the solute to the edge of

the box. All simulations were prepared with 200 steps minimization and 20 ps of solvent

equilibration with a slow warm up from 0-300 K over 7 ps, followed by 7 ps of full

dynamics to allow the solute to equilibrate. Temperature and density equilibration were

easily achieved.

The folded-state model free energy was calculated in three steps beginning with the

prepared collagen-like peptide (pdb:1.cgd) and mutated stepwise from 3 alanines —-2

alanines — 1 alanine —-0 alanines. The reverse calculations, 0 alanines – l alanine —-2

alanines —-3 alanines, were also performed to measure the hysteresis|[22] (i.e., the degree

of thermodynamic reversibility), the difference between the forward and reverse

directions. Mutating [(POG)4(POA)(POG)5]3 — [(POG)10]3 required three steps and each

step was calculated in both directions for a total of six calculations to completely model

the folded state.
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Each alanine is distinguishable from the others based on geometry and environment; thus,

we calculated the free energy for multiple independent paths. We arbitrarily called the

alanine in chain 1, a, the alanine in chain 2, b, and the alanine in chain 3, c. There are a

total of 6 paths that are possible (abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, cba). Due to the computational

time involved in calculating the total free energies, we only used paths abc, cba, and cab

for the calculations. These paths were chosen because each of these paths introduce the

first G → A mutation in each of the three possible chains. This is important because it

assesses the stability loss incurred at each position, when only one single alanine is

present in the folded peptide.

The unfolded model is a short monomeric peptide having three (3mer), five (5mer), or

seven (7mer) residues. The sequences are as follows: 3mer, O(G →A)P; 5mer, PO(G →

A)PO; 7mer, GPO(G →A)POG. Equilibration of the unfolded model was then

performed in the same manner as the folded state.

Results

Free Energies

The averaged-calculated relative free energy of denaturation for paths abc, cba, and cab

of the collagen peptide and its mutant where G → A in all three chains is 10.76 + 2.97

kcal/mol (see Table 1). The relative experimental free energy of denaturation is 11.9

kcal/mol.[20] The 30% hysteresis in our calculated values is mostly attributable to path

cba, where there was a large hysteresis in the calculations. The reason for this hysteresis

is not clear. All of the following reported free energy values used POGPO as a model for
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the unfolded state (see Table II). The average free energy costs of adding the first alanine

(AAG3) for each path (abc, cba, cab) is 6.58, 6.23, and 6.27 kcal/mol where AAG3 = AG3

- AGunfold. In all cases, the first alanine introduced in a calculation contributed the most to

the final relative free energy. This is not surprising because the methyl group is

introduced into the tight interstitial region of the triple helix, and is expected to

profoundly alter the structure in the region of the mutation. Introducing the other alanines

with one alanine mutation present has less impact on the final free energy, as the altered

environment is more suitable for the introduction of additional mutations. The average

cost of introducing the second alanine (AAG2 = AG2 - AGunfold) for each path is: 4.32,

3.95, and 3.26 kcal/mol. The average cost of introducing the third alanine (AAG1 = AG1 -

AGunfold) for each path is: 0.79, 0.44, and 0.44 kcal/mol.

The free energy component values for path abc are listed in Table III. Not surprisingly,

the decomposition suggests that nonbonded, Lennard-Jones interactions play the

dominant role in the free energy differences. We also find that the bond length correction

term,[23] CORC, also contributes significantly to the free energy difference between the

first and second mutations. We reported the decomposed free energy values to the

simulation closest to the experimental value, path abc. The values reported are for each

of the three simulations that make up the calculations as well as the 5mer unfolded state

calculation. The decreasing cost of nonbonded interactions as each alanine is mutated

suggest that the steric environment around the mutations is becoming more favorable to

the insertion of alanine side chains. Initially, the steric environment has little room for an

alanine sidechain. Thus, there is a large cost in inserting a single alanine side chain. This

*** - **
*
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alanine sidechain disrupts the tight coil of the helix at that mutational insertion leading to

more steric space for subsequent mutational insertions.

Unfolded Model

The unfolded state is modeled as a 3mer, 5mer, and 7mer to assess the dependence of our

results on the unfolded state model. Our results show that the 5mer unfolded state model

is the most stable calculation with the lowest hysteresis.

Structures

The beginning and ending structures of these simulations show trends similar to those

found in our previous molecular dynamics simulations[12] and x-ray crystallographic

studies.[20] The collagen-like peptides, without any alanines, have a structure similar to

an idealized collagen triple helix. The rms deviation (RMSD) between the model

structure with three alanines and pdb:1.cgd[20] is 1.19 angstroms. The RMSD between

the model structure without alanines and a Gencollagen created structure||12] is 1.02 A.

The RMSD was calculated by fitting the Co. atoms of three consecutive residues on both

the C- and N-terminal sides of the three mutation sites for a total of 21 residues, 7

residues in each chain (see Figure 2).

Hydrogen-Bond Regularity

By introducing the three alanine residues, we see a decrease in interchain hydrogen

bonding in the region of the mutations. This supports the results seen in our earlier

studies on these peptides. Two of the hydrogen bonds are missing, while a third, not seen

tie- -

**
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previously, is present. The missing interactions are the interchain C=O (16Pro):H–N

(15Ala) hydrogen bonds where residue 15 is the mutated glycine. In our simulations, two

of the hydrogen bonds are missing, while a third hydrogen bond (16Pro chain c, 15Ala

chain a), not seen previously, is present. We believe this to be either an artifact of the

short equilibration times used in free energy calculations or a hydrogen bond that is

present for only a percentage of time.

Discussion

Cur previous simulations[12] and our calculated relative stabilities of the glycine

collagen model [(POG)10]3, and its G → A mutated form of AAG = 10.76 + 2.97 kcal/mol

shows that our methods are capable of describing the dynamic structural and free energy

changes that occur from a point mutation, since the two collagens differ in stability

experimentally by 11.9 kcal/mol. These calculations give insight into how each mutation

energetically and structurally affects the triple helix.

The multiple paths we have simulated indicate that the first mutation incurs the largest

change in free energy of folding, while the final mutation incurs a negligible free energy

change upon folding, independent of the chain in which the mutation occurs. This result

&ives insight that the number of chains with the mutation present in a native collagen

**C. lecule might be as important as the identity of the amino acid substitution. Diseases

***ch as OI occur when there are mutations in either the COL1A1 or COL1A2 genes. If a

****tation occurs in the COL1A1 gene, it can cause cells to produce collagen type I

**C. lecules with a single mutation in either one or both a 1 chains. We have predicted that

* mutation present in a single chain of a collagen molecule is responsible for over 50% of
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the destabilization free energy that results when the mutation is present in all three

chains. When two mutations are present, the destabilization energy is approximately 90%

of the free energy when the mutation is present in all chains.

Coupled with the results of our structural studies on these peptides, this research offers

insight into the structural and energetic changes that occur when mutations are introduced

into glycine position of the triple helix. Structurally, we found that an increase in solvent

hydrogen bonding occurs when the mutations are introduced to the triple helix.

Conclusions

This research has explored how mutations in collagen reduce the stability of the triple

helical structure. Diseases such as OI occur when mutations are inserted into the triple

helix of type I collagen. Because of the difficulty in synthesizing heterotrimeric collagen

Like peptides, an analysis of how single mutations affect the free energy of folding triple

he lices has been elusive. Results from our reported free energy calculations of

IGPCG)4(POA)(POG)5]3 —[(POG)10]3 demonstrate that the contributions to the free

energy from each mutation in a homotrimeric model are not equal. The first mutation

inserted into the triple helix has the largest effect on the free energy indicating that single

nutation disease states may have a larger energetic effect than has been previously

*PD'reciated.

The destabilizing effect of a mutation is dependent on amino acid environment. The

$ºuses of this destabilization vary with amino acid composition and are difficult to

Pºecilict. Understanding different mutations is of great importance, and this research is the
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first step toward quantification of that goal. We are now positioned to use free energy of

denaturation calculations to examine the host-guest triple-helical peptides of the form

actyl-(Gly-Pro-Hyp)3(Zaa-Pro-Hyp)(Gly-Pro-Hyp)4-Gly-Gly-amide where Zaa = Gly,

Ala, Arg, Asp, Glu, Cys, Ser, or Val.[25] Beck et al.[25] were able to rank order the

destabilization of these mutations in the host-guest triple-helical peptide system and

correlate them with the severity of natural OI mutations in the Q 1 chain of type I

collagen. Successful simultations of Beck et al.'s results would provide further evidence

of the predictive capabilities of our computational method.
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Table I. Calculated Free Energy Values of Folded Peptides
(kcal/mol)

Folded abc cba cab

AGiforward 9.26 8.23 8.23

AGIreverse –8.74 –9.06 –9.06

AGI 9.0 +.26 8.65 +.42 8.65 +.42

AG2forward 12.14 10.02 11.91

AG2reverse - 12.92 - 14.29 – 11.03

AG2 12.53 +.39 12.16 + 2.14 11.47 +.44

AG3forward 13.95 12.90 13.98

AG3reverse - 15.62 - 15.97 – 14.98

AG3 14.79 +.84 14.44 + 1.54 14.48 +.50

AG, 4 AG, + AG, 36.32 +.96 35.24 + 2.67 34.60+.79
11.69 +.99 10.61 + 2.68 9.97+.82AAGcalculated

* AAGalculated = (AG, 4 AG, 4 AGs) - 3AGunfold■ poopo, where AGunfold(rogpo = 8.21
+.07

** AAGexperimental = 11.9 kcal/mol(20)
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Table II. Calculated Free Energy Values of
Unfolded Peptides (kcal/mol)

Unfolded OGP POGPO GPOGPOG

AGorward 8.61 8.27 8.05

AGreverse -9.15 –8.14 –9.77

AGunfold 8.88 +.27 8.21 +.07 8.91 -.86 º
3AGuntold 26.64 +.81 24.63 +.21 26.73 +.15 *, *

sº

*
º
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Table III. Decomposed Free Energy Values for Path abc (kcal/mol)”

Residue -
Unfolded

1,4- 1,4-
Electrostatics Nonbonded Nonbonded Electrostatics BADH" CORC.

Ac-unfolded)
Ab unfolded)
Aaiunfolded)

0.59 + 0.24 4.33 + 0.65 0.06 + 0.28 –0.28 + 0.30 -0.06 + 0.08 1.95 + 0.15

0.36 + 0.25 3.51 + 0.60 0.00 + 0.25 -0.36 + 0.30 -0.06 + 0.08 -.88 + -0.02

0.05 + 0.25 0.24 + 0.34 -0.32 + 0.25 0.08 + 0.30 -0.10 + 0.10 -.84 + -0.15

* Average values of forward and reverse calculations. Reported errors are the
differences between the forward and reverse calculations divided by two.

* Contribution from bonds, valence angles, and torsions.
* Bond length correction term.[14]

º

s
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Folded State

t AG3reverse R AG2reverse 2.5 AGreverse }, Mº

-

AG3■ orward & AG-forward ; AGVorward **
I II III IV

AG3 AG2 AGI

AGexpl AGexp2 *

AGunfold . . .
* -- .

-

—5. AGunfold reverse -

--5, s: º – ''~ * º

\\ V AGunfold forward \\ VI º **

,
Unfolded State -

I [(POG)10]3 AAGcale = (AG3 + AG2 + AG1) - 3AGunfold

II [(POG)10]2((POG)3(POA)(POG)4] AAGexp = AGexpl - AGexp2
AAGcale -

AAGexpIII [(POG)10][(POG)3(POA)(POG)4]2

IV [(POG)3(POA)(POG)4]3

V POGPO

VI POAPO

Figure 1. Free energy cycle used to compare computational free energies with experimentally determined
free energies. For each alanine mutant, the folded state was modeled with a single calculation. The
unfolded calculation was determined once and used for each alanine calculation.
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I(POG)s(POA)(POG)als

Simulation Idealized Simulation Idealized

Superimposed mutant alanine (yellow) structures RMSD 1.15 angstroms

Superimposed native structures RMSD 1.02 angstroms

Figure 2. The final structures from the forward and reverse calculations are compared with the known x
ray structure[20] and the native collagen-like peptide generated with Gencollagen[12] and displayed using
the MidasPlus suite of programs.[24] A total of 21 residues, 7 residues for each chain, were used to
calculate the rms between the model and simulation peptides. In both cases, the simulated structures were
very similar to their respective models in the central region of the peptides.
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Abstract

Researchers have recently questioned the role hydroxylated prolines play in stabilizing

the collagen triple helix. To address these issues, we have developed new molecular

mechanics parameters for the simulation of peptides containing 4(R)-fluoroproline (flp),

4(R)-hydroxyproline (hyp) and 4(R)-aminoproline (amp). Simulations of peptides based

on these parameters can be used to determine the components that stabilize

hydroxyproline over proline in the triple helix. The dihedrals F-C-C-N, O-C-C-N and N

C-C-N were built using a N-3-ethyl amide model. One nanosecond simulations were

performed on the trimers [(pro-pro-gly)10]3, [(pro-hyp-gly)10]3, [(pro-amp-gly)10]3, [(pro

amp”-gly)iols and [(pro-flp-gly)ols in explicit solvent. The results of our simulations

suggest that pyrrolidine ring conformation is mediated by the strength of the gauche

effect and classical electrostatic interactions.

Introduction

Collagen is the most abundant protein in mammals and is characterized by the presence

of a triple helix. The triple helix contains a repeating X-Y-gly amino acid triplet motif.

Proline is the most abundant residue in the triple helix and Y-position prolines are often

post-translationally hydroxylated. The collagen triple helix exhibits unusual stability, in

part, due to the conformational properties of proline residues. The components that

stabilize the triple helix are an area of active research. Recent results showing that the

preference of proline residues in the X and Y positions is not entirely due the presence of

a tertiary amine [1].

!--- are:
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Hydroxyprolines (hyp) in the Y position of collagen's repeating X-Y-gly triplet further

stabilize the folded state by approximately 0.2 kcal/(mol triplet) [2], [3]. Historically, this

increased stability was proposed to be mediated by hydrogen bonding of the pyrrolidine

hydroxyl with solvent. Unlike hydroxyproline, fluoroproline (flp) cannot hydrogen bond

well with solvent, yet pro-flp-gly was shown to be the most stable triplet known [4].

Researchers have also shown that aminoproline with an electron withdrawing effect and

Solvent hydrogen bonding potential stabilizes the triple helix to a larger degree than

hydroxyproline [5]. The stabilizing effect of hydroxyproline over proline is

Stereoselective and position dependent in that only hydroxyproline residues with R

Stereochemistry [6] in the Y position are stabilizing [7],[2].

Proline residues can adopt two ring pucker conformations, CY-exo and CY-endo. The CY

exo conformation places the CY carbon puckered away from the Co-C backbone bond.

When the pryrrolidine ring is CY-endo, the substituted N-C-C-X dihedral angle adopts

nearly the anti conformation. (figure 1b) The CY-exo conformation places the N and X

substituent in the gauche conformation [8] (figure 1c). The N-C-C-F dihedral has been

shown to have an especially strong gauche effect and shows a nearly 1.8 kcal/mol gauche

preference in model compounds [9]. It has recently been proposed that this conformation

Of hydroxyproline stabilizes the folded collagen trimer by adopting a conformation

preferred by Y-position in the triple helix [10]. This theory would support both the

stereo-selectivity of the Y-position and the observation that hydroxyprolines in the X

position destabilize the triple helix.
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To analyze pyrrolidine ring conformational preferences, we have built models for

idealized collagen-like peptides with proline, hydroxyproline, fluoroproline and both the

charged and neutral aminoproline residues in the Y position. These models can be used

in a manner similar to those previously published to determine dihedral angle parameters

for molecular mechanics force fields [11]. Using the new dihedral parameters, we have

performed one nanosecond simulations on the folded trimers, [(pro-pro-gly)10]3, [(pro

hyp-gly)ols, [(pro-amp-gly)ols, [(pro-amp"-gly)ols, and [(pro-■ lp-gly)iols in explicit

solvent. We can use these models to describe how electron withdrawing effects alter the

conformation of substituted pyrrolidine rings and the structure of solvent around the triple

helix. Our results predict that CY-exo preference of substituted proline residues is shifted

by the magnitude of gauche preference of the N-C-C-X dihedral and electrostatic

interactions of the polar substituent with other polar groups of the solute.

Methods

Parameters

We have developed new molecular mechanics parameters to investigate recent evidence

[2] suggesting that a gauche effect occurs in 4(R)-substituted prolines. The developed

parameters are the F-C-C-N, O-C-C-N, N-C-C-N and N'`-C-C-N torsion angles and

point charges for 4(R)-L-fluoroproline, 4(R)-L-aminoproline, and 4(R)-L-aminoproline".

Point charges for 4(R)-L-hydroxyproline were developed previously [12].

Point charges for 4(R)-L-fluoroproline and the neutral and charged forms of 4(R)-L-

aminoproline were developed using the published two stage RESP fitting process [13].

s
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Four conformations were used for the fitting corresponding to the four most common

conformations of prolines in protein structures [14]. The conformations represent the two

ring puckers (O., fl) and the two Go torsion angles (cis, trans) [15]. Geometry optimization

was performed on each structure using the 6-31G* basis set and a Hartree Fock level of

theory. The electrostatic potential was determined for each structure using MP2 level of

theory and the 6-31G* basis set. All quantum mechanical calculations were performed

with Gaussian% [16]. The charges were then determined using the RESP program

following the protocols published for proline and hydroxyproline.

The F-C-C-N torsion angle was recently shown to have an unusually strong gauche effect

mediated by the strong F and N electron withdrawing groups [9]. These dihedral angle

parameters were developed using the N-É-ethyl amide model developed by O'Hagan, et

al [9] (figure 2 structure I). For I.a, I.b, I.c, I.d, and I.e the anti and gauche conformations

were optimized at the Hartree Fock level of theory using the 6-31G* basis set. Next,

single point energies were determined using MP2 level of theory and the 6-31G* basis

set. The electrostatic potential for each conformation was used to develop a charge

model for molecular mechanics.

After RESP determination of AMBER point charges, each conformation was minimized

for 10,000 steps. AMBER energies were determined and a V2 dihedral was added to

nmake the AMBER energies equivalent to the ab initio model. These parameters were

then used to simulate the appropriate substituted pyrrolidine ring.

: º
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Simulations

For the folded trimer simulations, the initial structures were modeled from pdb:1cgd [18]

using a protocol similar to that previously published [12]. One nanosecond simulations

were performed for [(pro-pro-gly)10]3, [(pro-hyp-gly)10]3, [(pro-flp-gly)10]3, [(pro-amp

gly)ols, [(pro-amp"-gly)ols, [(pro-pro-gly)4(pro-hyp-gly)(pro-pro-gly)sh, [(pro-pro

gly)4(pro-flp-gly)(pro-pro-gly)5]3, [(pro-pro-gly)4(pro-amp-gly)(pro-pro-gly)5]3, and

[(pro-pro-gly)4(pro-amp"-gly)(pro-pro-gly)sh using the AMBER 6.0 molecular

simulation package. Each simulation was carried out using periodic boundary conditions

in explicit solvent with 12.0 Angstroms of solvent from the solute to the edge of the box.

Production dynamics was then performed at 300K.

Structural Analysis

For each simulation, the gauche effect was calculated by determining the average ring

pucker for each position along the chain. The ring pucker state was determined using the

Ptraj program in the AMBER package. For the folded trimers, each Y position amino

acid was monitored once every 10 frames (2 ps) for each frame after 120 ps excluding the

first and last two triplets of each chain. The ring pucker state was then determined by

monitoring the conformation of the ring. Each pucker was assigned to be either Cy-exo

or Cy-endo. In the folded simulations saturated with substituted prolines, the ring pucker

state was averaged and reported for each of the monitored 18 Y positions as the fraction

of the time that the ring is CY-exo along with the standard deviation between the

positions. The mainchain dihedrals of the triple helix was monitored throughout each of

folded trimer simulations.
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Simulations were also available to compare the differences in the ring pucker

conformation with and without the added parameters to model the gamma gauche effect

for the substituted pro-flp-gly and pro-hyp-gly trimers. These initial simulations are

similar to those reported here except they do not contain the new F-C-C-N and O-C-C-N

dihedral parameters and slightly less solvent molecules (8.0 Angstrom radius to edge of

box vs 12.0 Angstrom). These results are reported to illustrate the effect of the gauche

effect on folded triple helices.

To assess whether observed solvent structural patterns around the triple helix is

composed of fixed solvent molecules or a dynamic shell, the length of time each

solvent/solute hydrogen bond exists was measured for hydroxyproline containing triplets.

This data was histogrammed and the average length of a hydrogen bond was calculated.

To analyze differences between peptides, the average number of solvent molecule

contacts per residue and per atom was calculated for each simulation.

Results

Parameters

Geometry optimization on the substituted N-3-ethyl amides was completely unrestrained

except for the anti conformation of I.d which was held at 180 degrees. Single point

energies are shown in table 1. The quantum mechanical model energies were then used

to parameterize the molecular mechanics dihedrals. The anti■ gauche MP2 energy

difference for I.a was -1.697 kcal/mol which is in good agreement with previous studies

º --
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[9]. The unmodified molecular mechanics energy showed a slight gauche preference at

-0.81 kcal/mol. A V2 dihedral parameter of 0.569 was added to the AMBER force field

to model the gauche effect and gives a gauche preference of –1.78 kcal/mol, the

published energy. Interestingly, for I.b, the ab initio model predicted the gauche

preference to be -2.286 kcal/mol. The unmodified molecular mechanics energy

difference is —1.94 kcal/mol. A V2 dihedral parameter of 0.269 was added to model the

gauche effect. However, the AMBER dihedral term is lower in magnitude suggesting

the enhanced gauche preference in this case is due to classical electrostatics and not

quantum mechanical effects. Parameterization for the charged amino substituted

compound (I.c) was performed in a similar manner. Because of large electrostatic

differences, a V2 term of 4.5 was added to reproduce the ab initio result in the molecular

mechanics model. The full torsional parameters are summarized in table 2.

Simulations

Four one nanosecond simulations were performed for each of the folded peptides with

explicit solvent. Each simulation contained 90 residues and approximately 5500 TIP3P

waters. Aminoproline triplets were simulated in acidic conditions, with one chloride

atom added per triplet to neutralize the simulation. The course of the simulations is

shown in figure 3. When compared to AMBER simulations with default parameters, the

expected increase in CY-exo ring preference is observed (Table 3).

To compare whether these observations depend on the presence of neighboring

substituted prolines in the Y position, simulations were then performed with a single
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substituted proline in the center of each chain. All other Y positions are proline. In this

case, the results are similar to that of the folded case, implying that the increased

preference in CY-exo pyrrolidine ring conformation is independent of the other positions.

Differences in conformation are seen by position along the length of the triple helix as

well. Figure 4 illustrates this by showing how each of the proline residue's conformation

differs by position. As is suggested in the figure, neutral residues with hydrogen bonding

potential differ more than the others, perhaps due to their need to hydrogen bond with

solvent. Table 4 illustrates the preferred dihedral angles in position of the folded trimer

simulations. As was shown from crystallographic [10, 19) and NMR studies [20] of the

pro-pro-gly and pro-hyp-gly trimer, our simulations predict a Y-position () conformation

of-58.5+/-0.7 and a X-position () conformation of —70.1+/-0.8. These results support the

theory that hydroxyproline prefers the backbone conformation in the Y-position [10].

The average length of time each solvent/solute hydrogen bond exists is 0.50+/- 1.02 (4.5

+/- 9.18 ps). A histogram showing the time distribution of hydrogen bonds is shown in

figure 5. As can be seen, the majority of hydrogen bonds are present less than 5% (45 ps)

of the time and none are present for greater than 15% (135 ps) of the time. The few that

are present greater than 10% of the time are observed in a configuration where solvent

bridging interactions are feasible with solvent bridging. The longest hydrogen bond

present is a 135 picosecond interaction between the amide nitrogen of glycine 15 chain B

and a solvent molecule. That solvent molecule is also seen hydrogen bonding with the

hydroxyl group of several hydroxyproline residues but none of those interactions last
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longer than 14.4 picoseconds. This data is inconsistent with the theory that solvent

molecules are binding specifically to pro-hyp-gly trimer.

Table 5 and Figure 6 show differences in solvent structure per atom for each of the

residues. We find that solvent structure correlates with molecular weight of the Y

position residue. Interestingly, fluoroproline shows slightly less solvent molecules than

all the other Y-position residues simulated.

Discussion

We have found that ab initio calculations predict a strong gauche effect for the F-C-C-N

torsion angle. Our results show that the O-C-C-N torsion angle exhibits a stronger

gauche preference, but a weaker quantum mechanical gauche effect in our model system.

When these results are applied to substituted pyrrolidine rings, we find that the gauche

effect enhances the preference for the CY-exo ring conformation. The dihedral

parameters developed for hydroxyproline may be relevant for serine and threonine as

well, because the bond order and environment are similar to the OG-CB-CA-N dihedral.

In a folded triple helix, the CY-exo conformation is preferred in proline, hydroxyproline

and fluoroproline. Fluoroproline shows a stronger gauche preference over both

hydroxyproline and proline. There is a slightly greater preference for the CY-exo

conformation in the folded triple helix versus the dipeptide model, which is enhanced in

hydroxyproline and is strongest in proline. Proline prefers the CY-exo conformation

approximately 33% more in the triple helix. These results support the theory that
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electron withdrawing effects alter the preferred conformation of substituted proline

residues in collagen.

The importance of solvent molecules are a matter of considerable debate within the

collagen community. Research reporting the presence of solvent structure is well

documented by many groups. Here we predict that this structure can only be composed

of solvent/solute hydrogen bonds that are rapidly exchanging with each other. These

results are inconsistent with previous models that propose a stabilizing effect of

specifically bound solvent molecules. Structural differences do exist, however, between

the different residues. Table 5 and Figure 6 illustrate these differences and show that

fluoroproline shows the smallest number of water molecules per Y-position residues and

the charged aminoproline shows the largest number of solvent molecules.

Our efforts are now directed at building an energetic model of the enhanced stability of

fluoroprolines and in analyzing solvent structure differences in our peptides. We have

previously used thermodynamic integration calculations to show how glycine to alanine

substitutions destabilize the triple helix [21]. Other models such as MM/PBSA may be

helpful in building new energetic models for collagen and describing the components that

lead to Cy-exo stabilization.
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Figure 1: Pyrrolidine ring conformation

a. N-C-C-X torsion angle in proline
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Illustration of the conformations adopted by pyrrolidine ring. a. N-C-C-X Torsion angle.
b. CY-exo conformation of an X-substituted proline residue is illustrated. c. The CY-endo
conformation is illustrated in a manner similar to b.
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Figure 2: Parameterization Structure
7
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Structural models used in parameterization of the proline ring preferences. Structure I is
an N-É-ethyl amide model developed by O'Hagan, et al. [9]. Structure II is the model -- *

used to determine single residue ring conformational preferences.
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Figure 3: RMSD vs. Time of Folded peptides. Shown is the entire peptide (pink) and just
the central residues (purple)
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d) ProAmpGly
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Table 1: Parameterization Energies of substituted N-3-ethyl amides (La-d)
Structure MP2* AMBER” AMBER
Dihedral Params'
I.a F-C-C-N
Gauche –385.910585au –27.9872 –27,7767
Anti –385.907879au –27. 1757 –25.9972
Difference -1.697 –0.8115 -1.7795
I.b O-C-C-N
Gauche –361.920.163au –39.5638 –39.371
Anti –361.9 16517au –37.6242 –37.0934
Difference –2.286 - 1.9396 –2.2857
I.c N-C-C-N
Gauche –342.4663614au -15.2566 - 14.7884
Anti –342.4298653.au -0.6745 8.0672
Difference –22.8831 - 14.5821 –22.8556
I.d N-C-C-N
Gauche –342.0807528au -50. 1153 –49.7764
Anti –342.0765046au –48.2528 –47. 1119
Difference -2.66.36 -1.8625 -2.6645

'Values in kcal/mol except absolute MP2 energies.
Differences in ab initio and semi-empirical conformational energies of the N-É-ethyl
amide models illustrated in figure 2.

a. MP2 energies determined using Gaussian.98 and the 6-31G* basis set.
b. AMBER energies determined using the Parm.94 force field.
c. AMBER energies determined using the Parm')4 force field and the parameters
shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Dihedral Parameters”
PK PN*

H1-CT-CT-N 0.156 1
OH-CT-CT-N 0.269 2

0.156 1
F-CT-CT-N 0.569 2

0.156 1
N3-CT-CT-N" 4.50 2

0.156 1
N3–CT-CT-Nº. 0.572 2

0.156 1

Eamedals = (PK/IDIVF) * (1 + cos(PN * (p - PHASE))
IDIVF = 1.0 and PHASE = 0.0 for all parameters

c. Parameters where PN=1 are standard in the Amber Parm.94 forcefield. To develop additional
parameters, terms with a PN=2 were added.

d. Amine has +1 charge
e. Amine is neutral

t
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Table 3: Indole Ring Structure (in percent CY-exo)
pro-pro-gly” pro-hyp-gly pro-■ ip-gly pro-amp"-gly pro-amp-gly

Default 61.9 (4.8) 50.4 (9.1) 68.8 (7.7) N/A N/A
Parameters"
New Dihedral 59.8 (4.3) 62.8 (9.4) 84.8 (4.2) 95.9 (2.1) 45.3 (9.2)
Parameters

Three Residue N/A 54.3 (3.8) 84.0 (7.5) 92.0 (5.2) 31.0 (22.3)
Folded"

Values are given in percent CY-exo. Standard deviations from each position are in
parenthesis.

a. Simulations with the default parameters were run previously and are unpublished. Conditions are
identical with the exception of a distance 2 Angstroms less between the solute and the edge of the
water box.

b. Re-ran as a control and to maintain identical simulation conditions as with other simulations.
Solute parameters between simulations are identical.

c. Simulations of [(pro-pro-gly)10], with a single, central Y position proline residue in each chain
(position 14). Standard deviation is from the average of those three positions.
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Figure 4: Proline ring preferences by position
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Conformational preferences by position of the pyrrolidine ring pucker. PPG is■ (pro-pro
gly)10]3, PHG is [(pro-hyp-gly)lo)3, PFG is [(pro-flp-gly)10]3, PNG is [(pro-amp-gly)10]3, PMG is [(pro
amp"-gly)ols. Y axis is in percent Cº-exo and X axis is the residue number in the form of Chain/Triplet #
(ex. A3 is the third triplet in chain A).
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Table 4: Average values of peptide dihedral angles
Dihedral pro-pro-gly pro-hyp-gly pro-flp-gly pro-amp”-gly pro-amp-gly pro-hyp-gly Collagen

X-ray[19] Ideal[22]

X () -70.13 (0.8) -69.69 (1.1) -69.64 (0.7) -66.87 (1.6) -69.60 (0.8) -75.0 –72.1
X q) 161.18 (0.5) 163,06 (0.9) 162.23 (0.7) 163.70 (1.2) 162.87 (1.1) 161.4 164.3
X (1) 174.18 (0.5) 174.71 (0.7) 173.59 (0.6) 1774 (1.6) 174.85 (1.0) 177.8 180.0

Y () -58.51 (0.7) -58.34 (1.1) -55.91 (0.7) -59.33 (1.2) -60.82 (1.7) –61.0 -75.0
Y (p 152.46 (0.7) 153.70 (0.8) 151.83 (0.6) 159.95 (3.7) 153.94 (1.8) 153.3 155.8
Y (i) 179.42 (0.7) 179.02 (0.6) 178.55 (0.7) 175.70 (2.1) 179.30 (0.9) 176.7 180.0

G () -7460 (0.8) -75.95 (0.8) -75.16 (1.1) -79.15 (6.6) -76.45 (5.3) -75.8 –67.6
G (p 176.11 (0.7) 177,60 (0.8) 178.02 (1.0) 160.36 (4.1) 175.89 (2.5) -179.9 151.4
G (0 177.78 (0.4) 177.24 (0.4) 177.39 (0.5) 176.87 (1.2) 177.74 (1.3) 179.5 180.0

Values are in degrees. Standard deviations are shown in parenthesis. Comparison of the
measured dihedrals for the folded trimer simulations [(pro-pro-gly)10]3, [(pro-hyp
gly)iols, [(pro-flp-gly)iols, [(pro-amp-gly)ols, [(pro-amp"-gly)ols
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Figure 5: Average time of solvent/solute hydrogen bonds for pro-hyp-gly

800

700

|Mainchain Hydrogen Bonds
DHydroxyproline Hydrogen Bonds

9 10 11 12 13 14 151 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number of solvent/solute hydrogen bonds that are present more than a percentage of the
simulation. The total time of analysis is 900ps, therefore each percentage point is equal
to 9ps. The Y-axis is number of hydrogen bonds in and the X-axis is the minimal
percentage of the simulation that the hydrogen bonds must persist. The graph indicates
that solvent molecules generally exchange hydrogen bonds very quickly (faster than
270ps) around the surface of the triple helix. Mainchain hydrogen bonds are not as
common, but exchange less often than hydroxyproline hydrogen bonds. Solvent solute
hydrogen bonds involving the first two and last two triplets were not considered for the
analysis.
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Table 5: Average Solvent Molecules Per Atom Per Frame (R < 4 Angstroms)
Y = Pro Flp Hyp Amp Ampl

Pro 3.40 (.12) 3.26 (.08) 3.42 (.11) 3.56 (42) 3.75 (.26)
Y 3.68 (.15) 3.59 (.13) 4.07 (.11) 4.52 (.37) 5.12 (.34)
Gly 1.15 (.11) 1.08 (.10) 1.07 (08) 1.50 (.75) 1.62 (.64)
Standard deviations are shown in parenthesis. Calculated using all residues excluding the
four terminal triplets in each chain. Averaged over 100 picoseconds of dynamics.
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Figure 6: Average Solvent Molecules Per Atom Per Frame (R <4 Angstroms)
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Abstract:

Osteogenesis Imperfecta is a genetic disease associated with point mutations in sequences

coding for glycine residues in collagen. Unfortunately, there is no way to use sequence

information to predict the clinical OI phenotype. However, structural models coupled

with biophysical and machine learning methods may be able to predict sequences that,

when mutated, would be associated with more severe forms of OI. To build appropriate

structural models, we have applied a high throughput molecular dynamics approach.

Homotrimeric peptides covering 57 positions associated with OI were simulated both

with and without mutations. Our models revealed which structural differences tend to

occur between different mutating amino acids. When mutations were introduced, we

observed a decrease in helix stability, as caused by fewer mainchain backbone hydrogen

bonds, and an increase in mainchain RMSD and specifically bound water molecules. We

then applied our structures to analyze differences between disease phenotypes.

Introduction:

Computational tools for analyzing the molecular consequences of genetic variation are of

current interest because they have the potential to characterize the molecular basis for

disease ([1], [2], and [3]). In this study, we applied a molecular dynamics method to an

analysis of the structural consequences of 57 disease-associated mutations of collagen.

Our study revealed differences between mutant and wild type peptides, and provides a
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theory for how mutations compensate for lost stability. Our method has applications to

other systems involving non-synonymous disease-associated mutations.

There are currently over 13,000 phenotypically annotated mutations in the human

genome mutation database, many of which have little understanding of the molecular

basis for their disease association. In combination with other methods, molecular

dynamics methods can lead to insight into how disease associated mutations confer a

phenotype.

Collagen, the most abundant protein in animals, is a structural protein. Among other

functions, it protects soft tissues, supports them, and, in vertebrates, connects them with

the skeleton. Collagen provides animals with the ability to withstand forces such as

pressure, torsion and tension. Its most distinctive structural feature is that it forms a triple

helix characterized by X-Y-Gly repeating amino acid motifs. This sequence naturally

adopts the triple helix structure.

Collagen molecules form a diverse family of 24 types encoded by over 28 genes. For

example, fibril collagens such as Type I and III, which are present in bone, contain long

unbroken triple helices of over 1000 residues per chain. Non-fibril collagens such as

Type II and IV, which are basement membrane collagens, contain numerous disruptions

across their lengths. Type I collagen is the most commonly occurring form of collagen.

Itis a heterotrimer formed by the products of two genes: COL1A1 and one COL1A2. The

COL1A1 gene is on the middle third of the long arm of chromosome 17 in band
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17q21.31-17q22.05 and the COL1A2 gene is on chromosome 7 located in bands 7q21.3-

q22.1 [4].

Clinically, mutations in type I collagen genes are associated with Osteogenesis

Imperfecta (OI) and some forms of Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome. There are four types of OI,

which are named types I-IV (see [5] for review). Type II OI is the most clinically severe

form and is usually perinatally lethal. Type I OI is characterized chiefly by multiple bone

fractures, usually resulting from minimal trauma. This feature is the source of OI’s

common name, “Brittle Bones Disease.” OI type I patients have normal stature, normal

teeth and distinctly blue sclera. OI type III is a relatively severe form that is identified by

reduced stature, brittle bones and, again, blue sclera. The sclera often normalize with age.

The severity of type IV OI is between that of types I and III. Type IV is diagnosed by the

presence of normal sclerae.

Point mutations associated with OI always affect either glycine codons or are located one

nucleotide substitution from a stop codon. Although many lethal Type II mutations occur

toward the C-terminus near the initiation point of triple helix folding, there is no

positional-based method for determining disease phenotype. Amino acid identities also

do not adequately predict this parameter, and they can be varied for each possible amino

acid substitution.

One group studied sequences surrounding two mutations and the effects they exert on

clinical outcomes. The first sequence was a lethal mutation, G913S, and the second, a
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non-lethal mutation, G901S [6], [7]. The thermal stability of the sequences flanking the

lethal mutation was decreased in comparison to the stability of the sequences flanking the

non-lethal mutation. Another study showed that the type of amino acid substituted for

native glycine affected thermal stability. For example, substituting alanine or serine

caused the melting point of a triple helix to decrease by 35°C, while substituting arginine

caused it to decrease more than 45°C. The study showed a correlation between the level

of destabilization and the severity of OI [8]. Thus, stabilization apparently plays a major

role in the severity of OI-associated mutations. This fact suggests that models can be used

to model the naturally occurring heterotrimers.

Disruption of a periodic glycine position is severely destabilizing and is usually

considered to be an interruption in the triple helix [9]. Our models have been able to

reproduce the destabilization caused by introducing alanine into the central glycine

position of a short idealized collagen-like peptide [10]. They predict that alanine is

destabilizing because of unfavorable steric and electrostatic interactions. As the

interstitial region of the triple helix fills with mutating residue sidechains, mainchain

hydrogen bonds break near the interstitial region of the triple helix [11].

This study continues our modeling of collagen-like peptides. We have built simplified

homotrimeric models of 57 OI-associated mutations in the COL1A1 gene and their

corresponding wild type peptides. These ensembles were useful for analyzing energetic

and structural relationships in abnormal collagen as well as for identifying structural

features that may be important to collagen biology. When mutations were introduced, we
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observed a decrease in helix stability, specifically in mainchain backbone hydrogen

bonds, and an increase in mainchain root mean squared deviation (RMSD) and bound

water molecules. Mutant serine residues were usually observed hydrogen bonding with a

backbone atom of an adjacent chain.

Methods:

We chose a set of 57 serine, cysteine, alanine and valine mutations that are listed in the

collagen mutations database [12], [13]. These mutations are only a subset of all of the

mutations in the database; we worked with a subset because of computational limitations.

The subset included a significant fraction of all the disease-associated mutations in the

COL1A1 gene. To prepare the sequences for simulation, we collected only the 13 amino

acid triplets adjacent to the mutant triplet position. We added the sequence ‘GPO’ to the

N terminal end and the sequence “POG” to the C terminal end to help prevent unwinding.

All proline Y positions in the X-Y-Gly triplet were hydroxylated. Each peptide contained

31 residues, 15 on either side of the mutation.

Homotrimeric structures were modeled using Gencollagen [14]. Gencollagen models an

arbitrary collagen-like sequence into a triple helical conformation and outputs a pdb

structure. These peptide models contained regular triple helical structures with extended

sidechains. Each of the 57 files that resulted from the modeling was copied and edited to

give it the appropriate mutation position in the center of the mutation. This process gave

57 mutant structures and 57 native structures. Next, we used the Leap program of the
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AMBER simulation package [15] to add hydrogen atoms to each of the structures and to

add sidechains for the mutant positions. All simulations were performed with AMBER

version 6.0 [15]. Counter-ions (Na+ or Cl-) were added to neutralize the simulation

system.

Using Leap, each structure was placed in a box of solvent of at least 10 angstroms from

the edge of the box to the triple helical peptide. The structures were equilibrated by

performing 200 steps of conjugate gradient minimization on the entire system followed

by a slow warm up to 280K over 20 ps of solvent equilibration. Solvent equilibration

was followed by 3000 steps minimization on the entire system and another slow warm up

of the whole system to 280K over 7.5 ps. Production dynamics were then performed for

400 ps at 280K using a 2 fs timestep. We chose 280K because previous simulations

showed that higher temperatures were often not suitable for simulating the more

destabilized mutations.

After simulating each mutant and wild type peptide model, we calculated the structural

differences between an idealized triple helix and the simulated structures. We did so by

aligning the central region of a simulated structure with that of an idealized triple helix

and then calculating the carbon alpha (CO) RMSD using the 9 CO’s closest to the

mutation site. We used central Co.'s because movement of the peptide's terminal

residues is very noisy and therefore does not relate how perturbing a mutation actually is.

This protocol was performed on each simulation sampling structures every picosecond.

Average RMSD values were calculated from picoseconds 120-400 and compared
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between the wild type and mutated peptides, the residue identities and the clinical OI

type.

We also monitored the interruption of the regular hydrogen bonding network. This

process identified all solute/solute hydrogen bonds that were present more than 80% of

the time, beginning after 100 picoseconds of dynamics. Hydrogen bonds were labeled

mainchain if both donor and acceptor were part of the triple helix's mainchain. All others

were labeled sidechain. The first two triplets on each end were not included in the

analysis. To determine whether solvent hydrogen bonding was compensating for the lost

interchain hydrogen bonds, we counted the number of solvent backbone/solute hydrogen

bonds in the wild type and mutant peptides. Because serine mutations have increased

hydrogen bonding potential, we performed a special analysis of sidechains involving

them.

Due to the shear number of structures we could not visualize all of them. We chose three

simulations for visualization and characterization. The models that we chose involved

many specifically bound solvent molecules, lost interchain hydrogen bonds and peptides

with interesting serine binding patterns.

Results:

After scripts were developed for automatically running the required software packages

described in the methods section, each peptide was simulated on an SGI Origin 3800

-S.
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class super computer. The total time for all simulations was just under three days, with

each running on an individual processor. Each of the 114 simulations showed density

equilibration well within 50 ps of the 400 ps simulation. Figure 1 shows the difference

between using the internal Co. values and and using all Co. values for calculating

RMSDs. Clearly, the internal coordinates give more information on the structural

integrity of the mutation environment, while all the Cos show the overall dynamics of the

peptide ends. Table 1 shows all the mutations used with the sequences, OI phenotypes,

total charge and average RMSD of all mutant and wild type peptide models.

The average idealized RMSD of all mutated peptides is 1.34 +/- 0.07 and the average

RMSD for each wild type peptide is 0.79 +/- 0.03. The average RMSD for each simulated

peptide is shown in table 1. The four alanine mutations showed the lowest RMSD

difference, which is 1.17 +/- 0.21, with the wild type forms showing RMSD of 0.77 +/-

0.16. The 23 serine residues show an total RMSD of 1.25 +/- 0.21 with wild type forms

showing 0.75 +/- 0.14. The 24 cysteine residues showed a slightly greater RMSD of 1.39

+/- 0.33 with the wild type forms showing RMSD of 0.81 +/- 0.25. The seven analyzed

valine residues showed average RMSDs of 1.56 +/- 0.32 with the wildtype forms

showing average RMSDs of 0.93+/-0.32. RMSDs of all peptides correlated with

molecular weight of the mutated sidechain. These results are summarized in table 4.

To separate by lethality of OI, a total of five mutations (4 serine, 1 valine) were not

analyzed because they had been associated with both a lethal (Type II) and a non-lethal

form of OI (Type I, III, or IV). The results are summarized in tables 1 and 5.
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Surprisingly, in all but one case, mutations of lethal forms showed RMSDs less than that

of the non-lethal forms. It is easy to speculate that more severe mutations may be

“stiffer” and less able to compensate for the perturbing nature of the mutation.

Table 1 summarizes the average number of hydrogen bonds for the central region of the

helix. In 79% of the peptides, the number of backbone hydrogen bonds present at least

80% of the time decreased when the mutation is introduced. The wild type peptides

showed an average of 15.4+/-.8 hydrogen bonds involving only mainchain atoms that

were present more than 80% while the mutant peptides showed an average of 13.6+/-1.5.

Hydrogen bonds involving sidechains were much rarer and were more exchangeable,

showing an average of 0.34+/-.79 sidechain hydrogen bonds in wild type peptides and an

average of 0.57+/-.84 sidechain hydrogen bonds in the mutant peptides for hydrogen

bonds that were present more than 80% of the time. To determine whether these lost

hydrogen bonds were being compensated for by solvent hydrogen bonding, we

determined the number of solvent and backbone solute hydrogen bonds. Because many

of these hydrogen bonds are nascent in nature and exchange quickly, we sampled all

hydrogen bonds that were present more than 10, 20, 30, ... 90 percent of the time. The

results are summarized in tables 1 and 2. Table 2 suggests that the mutant species have

more specific solvent hydrogen bonds that exchange less frequently, further suggesting

that the fixing of a few specific waters helps to compensate for lost solute hydrogen bond

stability.
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Serine residues are of particular interest because they have a hydrogen bonding sidechain.

Table 5 shows hydrogen bonding patterns for each of the 24 mutant serine residues. As

we observed in the other peptides, most of the hydrogen bonding patterns were due to

highly exchanging hydrogen bonds that were present less than 10% of the time. Most of

the low exchanging hydrogen bonds were with the backbone of an adjacent chain. In a

few cases, such as G415S, G601S, G631S and G898S, there were specific water

molecules that bound directly to the serine sidechain. Figure 2 illustrates the range of

interactions in which serine residues participated.

The two peptides studied previously, G901S and the lethal G913S(6], showed different

hydrogen bonding patterns. The overall hydrogen bond counts between the solute and

solvent were relatively similar. The differences between hydrogen bonding patterns of

the serine sidechains were very different. In the nonlethal peptide, G901S, we observed

157 total hydrogen bonds with the mutant serine sidechains and in the lethal peptide,

G913S, we observed 76 total hydrogen bonds. A vast majority of those hydrogen bonds

were highly exchangeable nonspecific hydrogen bonds with solvent.

G244C, G601S and G844V were chosen for further analysis. G244C [16] is associated

with Type II OI and had one less low exchange backbone hydrogen bond. Its mutant form

had five specific solvent hydrogen bonds. An analysis of solvent molecules surrounding

the mutation site showed that a single water molecule was bridging two of the disrupted

chains, while a second water molecule, which was fully solvated, was hydrogen bonding

strongly with one of the mutant cysteines (figure 3a). This result suggests that solvent
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molecules may bind specifically both in a water bridging pattern or in a configuration

with only a single hydrogen bond to the peptide.

G601S is associated with OI types III and IV [17]. Analysis of this molecule showed a

solvent molecule bridging the two peptide chains and hydrogen bonding to a serine

residue with a sidechain that was hydrogen bonding to the opposite chain (figure 3b).

G844V is associated with OI type II and is interesting because it showed a greater

difference in specifically bound solvent molecules than any other peptide. The solvent

hydrogen bonds were conferred through five specifically bound water molecules. One of

the water molecules was bridging near the valine residues, while four were hydrogen

bonding far from the mutation site, in approximately the region were structural disruption

begins (figure 3c).

Discussion:

The use of structural models to analyze non-synonymous disease-associated mutations

shows great promise for discovering the molecular basis of many diseases. Collagen's

role as a structural protein makes it a good choice for modeling destabilizing mutations.

In this study, we have shown that collagen models can be built, equilibrated and

simulated automatically. These models show structural differences between the mutant

and wild type peptide models. Eventually we would like to incorporate these models into

an algorithm that can predict the phenotype of collagenous disease-associated mutation.

–
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Clearly, structural parameters by themselves are not enough to determine the phenotype

of a disease-associated mutation in collagen. Observed structural differences correlate

with the identity of the perturbing residue, but strong correlations with severity of disease

is still elusive. This fact is not necessarily surprising, because disease severity in

collagen disorders results from several factors. These factors likely include folding

interruptions, structural perturbation, peptide destabilization and/or changes in flexibility

of the triple helix.

Valine residues showed the largest RMSD difference over their respective wild type

peptides. This difference was most likely due to steric volume differences between the

sidechains. There was great variability in RMSD differences within a given class of

amino acid mutations, giving more evidence that the amino acid environment around a

mutation is as important as the identity of the mutation itself.

Serine is an interesting case as well, because the mutant sidechains can hydrogen bond

with serine residues on an opposite chain, the mainchain, solvent or another nearby

sidechain. We found that serine residues usually formed highly exchangeable hydrogen

bonds with the solvent and occasionally formed low exchanging hydrogen bonds with the

adjacent mainchain or more rarely, with solvent. The hydrogen bond patterns serine

residues adapt confers the structure on the surface of the triple helix. This variability in

surface structure may explain why some collagen-like peptides exhibit different

phenotypes but have similar stabilities.

*
*
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Most of the mutated molecules compensated for some of the intrinsic hydrogen bonds

with solvent hydrogen bonds with a low probability of exchange. Many of these

hydrogen bonds were interactions with specifically bound waters. Their presence

supports the hypothesis proposed from earlier studies on idealized peptides that solvent

molecules compensate for lost mainchain hydrogen bonds [11, 18]. We never observe

more than ten specific solvent hydrogen bonds and observe zero hydrogen bonds in seven

mutant structures (12%). The observation that some simulations show a decrease in

solvent hydrogen bonds when the mutation is present may suggest at disruption of a

solvent binding site or may suggest at variability between individual simulations.

The phenotype of mutations is hard to analyze energetically without an accurate model of

the unfolded state. We do however, observe some differences between lethal and non

lethal peptides. We observed that lethal mutations had slightly fewer backbone hydrogen

bonds than non-lethal mutations. We also observe that lethal mutations are slightly less

perturbing that non-lethal mutations. Again, we speculate that this may be due to a loss

of flexibility in more severe mutations. To show stronger correlations than this, we are

using machine learning methods to predict the phenotype of mutations, since (as

discussed above) phenotype is an accumulation of a large number of properties.

The next step for analyzing these mutations will be to build an accurate energetic model

of collagen-like peptides. Free energy techniques using thermodynamic integration have

been successful in studying mutations in the glycine position of collagen [10]. These

methods are challenging because they require a prohibitively large amount of
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computational time to calculate in a high throughput manner. The Molecular Mechanics *

Poisson Boltzmann Surface Area (MM/PBSA) method has been applied to proteins and is

a powerful tool for analyzing the energetic properties of protein structures. Although it is

much faster than other methods, its main drawback is its association with a larger random

error than thermodynamic integration calculations. To analyze a large number of

peptides, we are calculating the MM/PBSA energy of both the unfolded and folded state

of both the mutant and wildtype peptides. These energies can then be compared to the

structural results and be incorporated into machine learning methods to predict

phenotype.

~
*

Selected structures from these simulations are being stored to build a database of collagen - * |

mutation models for the use of researchers. This database could aid experimental º !

researchers interested in characterizing disease-associated mutations, as well as

researchers investigating other structural features of collagen, such as enzymatic binding. *

We have applied a method of high throughput mutation analysis using molecular

dynamics. This method shows the range of structural interactions that occur when a *

glycine position is mutated in collagen-like peptides. More specifically, we observed that

these peptides seemed to compensate for mutation-induced lost stability with 1) a large

number of solvent-backbone hydrogen bonds with a high rate of exchange, and 2) a small

Inumber of solvent-backbone hydrogen bonds that exchange very slowly. We believe our

rnethod will have application in analyzing the molecular consequences of disease

associated mutations in other systems. There are currently many phenotypically
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annotated mutations where the underlying molecular basis for the disease association is

not known. In combination with machine learning methods and experimental results,

molecular mechanics methods show promise in providing insight into the underlying

causes of disease.
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Comparison of Co. RMSDs using central region of the helix versus the entire
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Table 1: Comparison of the mutations modeled
Mutation OI Type" Ave RMSD Ave RMSD Mut Hbonds Hbonds (Mut) Solvent HBonds Solvent

Hbonds (mut)
G910A - 1.33 (0.16) 0.80 (0.14) 16 15 1 1
G928A - 1.10 (0.13) 0.66 (0.08) 16 15 5 9
G256V - 1.36 (0.16) 0.69 (0.07) 17 12 1 3
G586V - 1.63 (0.15) 1.41 (0.39) 12 12 3 3
G637V * 1.59 (0.20) 0.77 (0.13) 14 12 3 4
G802V - 1.44 (0.23) 0.72 (0.11) 16 13 6 6
G844V - 1.58 (0.18) 0.89 (0.20) 15 12 O 9
G973V - 2.01 (0.44) 0.86 (0.12) 17 12 2 3
G451S - 1.22 (0.17) 0.73 (0.13) 16 13 1 2
G478S - 1.14 (0.15) 0.77 (0.15) 15 14 5 5
G565S - 1.33 (0.15) 0.76 (0.12) 16 16 3 4
G598S - 1.23 (0.15) 0.71 (0.09) 15 14 1 1
G631S - 1.22 (0.16) 0.72 (0.10) 16 13 2 6
G913S" * 1.25 (0.13) 0.68 (0.09) 16 15 3 3
G964S - 1.39 (0.13) 0.75 (0.09) 16 12 O 3
G691C - 1.69 (0.26) 0.71 (0.09) 16 13 6 1
G718C + 1.33 (0.11) 0.69 (0.09) 16 14 2 O
G748C - 1.17 (0.12) 0.80 (0.12) 16 14 2 3
G244C - 1.27 (0.10) 0.59 (0.06) 16 15 1 5
G448C - 1.93 (0.20) 0.73 (0.10) 16 15 O 1
G904C - 1.06 (0.11) 0.73 (0.10) 16 14 O O
G946C - 1.22 (0.12) 0.71 (0.10) 16 15 3 2
G988C + 1.27 (0.20) 0.77 (0.11) 15 13 2 9
G85V | 1.31 (0.13) 1.18 (0.26) 15 11 3 10
G901S | 1.25 (0.11) 0.63 (0.07) 15 15 O 1
G43C | 1.23 (0.16) 0.72 (0.11) 18 16 1 2
G46C | 1.31 (0.16) 0.74 (0.12) 17 17 1 1
G94C | 1.64 (0.25) 0.95 (0.14) 14 13 4 4
G205C | 1.60 (0.25) 0.75 (0.13) 16 14 O O
G223C |,IV 1.01 (0.08) 0.87 (0.11) 15 16 3 6
G154A ||| 1.21 (0.23) 0.91 (0.17) 17 15 O 5
G247S *,III 1.16 (0.15) 0.75 (0.13) 16 14 1 1
G541S III 1.36 (0.13) 0.76 (0.13) 15 17 5 4
G589S III,IV 1.35 (0.10) 0.70 (0.09) 16 14 O 2
G601S III,IV 1.58 (0.26) 0.73 (0.12) 16 14 4 7
G643S ||| 1.00 (0.10) 0.85 (0.23) 16 14 7 5
G661S III 1.40 (0.16) 0.79 (0.13) 16 15 1 1
G415S *,III,IV 1.40 (0.16) 0.90 (0.18) 16 14 5 7
G844S ||| 1.01 (0.09) 0.72 (0.08) 16 14 4 6
G862S III," 1.19 (0.12) 0.73 (0.11) 15 11 6 5
G871S III 1.08 (0.12) 0.75 (0.11) 16 15 O O
G898S ||| 1.36 (0.20) 0.74 (0.11) 16 14 2 3
G973S III 1.19 (0.20) 0.81 (0.16) 17 14 1 O
G175C III,IV 1.16 (0.19) 0.69 (0.08) 16 16 3 8
G211C III,IV 2.10 (0.34) 1.27 (0.19) 14 13 O 2
G226C III,IV 1.15 (0.20) 0.68 (0.10) 16 16 5 3
G415C III,IV 1.42 (0.21) 0.90 (0.21) 14 16 4 4
G526C ||| 1.30 (0.16) 0.80 (0.17) 18 18 3 5
G868C ||| 1.31 (0.19) 0.70 (0.09) 16 13 2 1
G220A IV 1.04 (0.18) 0.71 (0.08) 16 14 5 4
G382S IV 1.28 (0.14) 0.76 (0.10) 15 11 3 O
G448S IV 1.50 (0.21) 0.77 (0.17) 17 16 4 2
G832S IV 1.04 (0.17) 0.75 (0.09) 14 13 5 5
G880S IV 1.15 (0.09) 0.64 (0.07) 16 15 2 O
G178C IV 1.36 (0.18) 0.70 (0.09) 16 16 2 2
G349C IV 1.30 (0.15) 0.83 (0.22) 15 16 3 4
G382C IV 1.49 (0.29) 1.45 (0.53) 15 10 3 1
G523C IV 1.62 (0.28) 0.76 (0.10) 19 17 1 1

a. Lethal OI (Type II) is represented by an asterisk.
b. All hydrogen bonds counts are those present greater than 80% of the time.
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Table 2: Percentage of mutant peptides with more solvent — solute backbone hydrogen
bonds than the corresponding wild type peptides.
Solvent 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percent
Hbonds 158.6 61.0 30.3 17.1 10.7 7.1 4.8 3.4 2.1
Mut (19.7) (12.4) (8.2) (6.0) (4.8) (4.0) (3.1) (2.6) (2.1)
Hbonds 159.1 59.6 29.7 16.6 10.4 6.5 4.0 2.5 1.7

(18.4) (12.6) (9.3) (6.5) (4.8) (3.9) (2.8) (1.9) (1.4)
Percent 50.0 50.0 48.3 51.7 60.3 56.9 69.0 75.9 69.0

Standard deviations are shown in parentheses. The percentage was defined as the
percentage of mutant peptides with more solvent-solute hydrogen bonds than the wild
type peptide.
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Table 3: Comparison of mutants associated with the four forms of Osteogenesis
Imperfecta.

Num RMSD RMSD HBonds Hbonds Hbonds Solvent Solvent
Sequences WT WT Diff HBonds Hbonds

WT
I 6 1.39 .83 14.3 15.8 -1.5 3.0 1.5

(0.25) (.24) (2.2) (1.5) (2.6) (3.7) (1.6)
II 21 1.38 77 13.6 15.7 -2.0 3.9 2.3

(0.31) (.20) (1.3) (1.0) (1.6) (3.0) (1.8)
III 12 1.22 .78 14.9 16.3 -1.4 2.9 2.6

(0.22) (.16) (1.5) (0.8) (1.7) (2.2) (2.4)
IV 10 1.30 .83 14.0 15.8 -1.8 2.1 3.0

(0.28) (.33) (2.5) (1.5) (2.9) (2.0) (1.4)

Standard deviations are in parenthesis
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Table 4: Comparison of the four amino acids substituted in different Osteogenesis
Imperfecta associated peptides.

Num RMSD RMSD HBonds Hbonds Hbond Solvent Solvent

Sequences WT WT Diff Hbonds Hbonds
WT

A 4 1.17 0.77 16.3 14.3 -1.5 4.8 2.8
(.21) (.16) (0.5) (0.5) (.7) (3.3) (2.6)

V 7 1.56 0.93 15.1 12.0 –3.1 5.4 2.6
(.32) (.32) (1.8) (0.6) (1.9) (3.0) (1.9)

S 24 1.25 0.75 15.9 14.8 -1.1 3.0 2.7
(.21) (.14) (1.2) (1.8) (2.2) (2.3) (2.1)

C 24 1.39 .81 15.8 14.0 -1.7 2.8 2.2
(.33) (.25) (0.7) (1.4) (1.6) (2.5) (1.6)

Standard Deviations are in parenthesis
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Table 5: Serine Residue Hydrogen Bonding Patterns. Number of observed hydrogen
bonds between Y oxygen of a mutated serine and solvent, mainchain and sidechain atoms.
Pos OI* Total Solvent Solvent Total Mainchain Sidechain Mainchain Sidechain

HBs" 20%." 80% Solute" 20%." 20% 80% 80%

G247S *,III 99 O O 10 3 O 1 O
G382S IV 184 1 O 11 4 O 1 O
G415S *,III,IV 132 2 1 13 2 O 1 O
G448S IV 244 2 O 8 1 O 1 O
G451S - 128 4 O 8 4 O O O
G478S - 168 1 O 9 1 1 O O
G541S III 172 O O 9 1 O O O
G565S - 72 1 O 12 1 O 1 O
G589S III,IV 110 4 O 11 2 1 1 O
G598S - 185 1 O 10 3 O 1 O
G601S III,IV 103 1 1 9 2 1 1 O
G631S - 108 4 1 9 1 O 1 O
G643S ||| 95 3 O 9 2 3 2 O
G661S III 165 1 O 10 2 O 1 O
G832S IV 125 O O 10 3 O 1 O
G844S III 196 O O 7 1 O O O
G862S *,III 177 O O 6 2 O 1 O
G871S ||| 204 1 O 10 2 O O O
G88OS IV 153 2 O 9 2 O 1 O
G898S III 131 2 1 11 1 O 1 O
G901S | 157 O O 5 1 O 1 O
G913S* - 76 O O 13 3 2 1 1
G964S - 85 2 O 9 1 O 1 O
G973S III 158 1 O 8 4 O 1 O

a. Lethal OI (Type II) is represented by an asterisk.
b. Total number of hydrogen bonds represents the total observed hydrogen bonds
observed regardless of rate of exchange. The overwhelming majority of observed
hydrogen bonds are fast exchanging hydrogen bonds with solvent.
c. Solvent 20% and 80% represents the number of observed hydrogen bonds involving
the gamma oxygen of a mutated serine and any solvent atom that are present in at least
20% and 80% of the snapshots analyzed, respectively. Mainchain 20%, 80% and
sidechain 20% and 80% take a similar approach hydrogen bonds involving serine
sidechains and the peptide mainchain and other sidechains, respectively.
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Figure 2: Interactions Specific To Serine Residues

45

A B C D E F

Interactions preferred by serine residues and the percentage of simulation time they are
observed participating in them. The data labels refer to the following interactions
between the mutant serine sidechains and the following: A) Solvent hydrogen bonds that
are present at least 20% of the simulation time. B) Solvent hydrogen bonds that are
present at least 80% of the simulation time. C) Mainchain hydrogen bonds that are
present at least 20% of the simulation time. D) Mainchain hydrogen bonds that are
present at least 80% of the simulation time. E) Adjacent serine sidechain hydrogen bonds
that are present at least 20% of the simulation time. F) Adjacent serine sidechain
hydrogen bonds that are present at least 80% of the simulation time. The production
simulation time for this analysis was 24.300 picosecond simulations. 20% is equivalent to
60 picoseconds and 80% is equivalent to 240 picoseconds.
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Figure 3: Solvent Binding Examples
a) Serine mutant G601S with specifically bound water
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Chapter 5

Future and Perspectives
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I. Future of Collagen Research

The next step for analysis of these mutations is to build an accurate energetic model of

collagen-like peptides. Such a model would be able to predict free energy differences of

denaturation for collagen-like peptides of arbitrary sequence. Exactly how accurate this

model needs to be depends on the number of mutations being simulated. With our first

experiment outlined in chapter 2, we used a very rigorous approach that required a lot of

computational time and had a relatively low error. Unfortunately these calculations are

difficult to apply to many mutations because of the prohibitively large simulation time.

Free energy techniques using thermodynamic integration have been successful in

studying mutations in the glycine position of the triple helix, but that model has yet to be

extended to other residues or other positions. An attractive solution to this is the

MM/PBSA method. This method has recently been applied to proteins and is a powerful

tool for analyzing the energetics of protein structures. While being much faster than

other methods, its main drawback is its tendancy toward larger calculation errors than

thermodynamic integration calculations, the difficulty in calculating entropy differences,

and its relative immaturity as a technology. Even still its speed and ease of use make it a

potential solution to analyzing many simulations in parallel. Our lab is currently

investigating the use of MM/PBSA tools to discriminate between destabilized triple

helical peptide models.

N
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Select structures derived from collagen genes are being selected and stored to build a

database of collagen mutation models for experimental researchers and theoretical

researchers to use. This database can aid experimental researchers interested in

characterizing disease associated-mutations, as well as researchers investigating other

structural features of collagen such as enzymatic binding.

A complete model of collagenous disease is far from complete. Phenotype correlations

sequence, structural and theoretical energetic data have so far been elusive. To make

these correlations, diseases of Type III collagen, including Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome and

other OI mutations, need to be analyzed more quantitatively.

II. Characterization of SNPs

My work characterizing mutations associated with Osteogenesis Imperfecta acts as a

foundation to characterization of other mutations. My research is now directed toward

characterizing and predicting the effects of non-synonymous single nucleotide

polymorphisms (nsSNPs). SNP characterization is a significant problem facing future

research.

Why are SNPs important? SNPs are commonly associated with constitutional genetic

diseases and cancer. It has been shown that neoplastic progression is often associated

with an accumulation of somatic mutations. Identification of a patient's genotype can

lead to identification of targets that are associated with the tumor. However, this
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identification does not lead to an explanation of the causative agents of disease on either

a genetic or molecular level. A compiled database of detailed annotations based on

observed phenotype, gene evolution and gene product structure will give that insight into

the underlying causes of a specific disease. Current databases usually only contain

annotations based on pathology, haplotype, or genotype.

Mutations that are associated with the growth of tumors occur in a wide spectrum of

genes. Although alterations involved in the conversion of a premalignant condition often

occur via changes in a tumor suppressor gene or an oncogene, there are many other

mutations from other genes that help confer the change. Therefore, we need an

understanding of how cancers arise from a great number of genes, including tumor

suppressor genes. We can gain this knowledge by characterizing disease-associated

SNPS.

When characterizing SNPs, the following have shown to be useful: 1) the structure of the

altered protein product, 2) evolutionary information about the genomic sequence, 3)

changes in expression, transcription and localization of the gene product, 4) experimental

characterization of the altered function of the gene product, 5) an analysis of enzyme

networks, and 6) an analysis of haplotypes. Researchers studying individual mutations

typically do so by characterizing the mutations experimentally, performing points 3, 4

and 6 above, often without fully considering points 1, 2 and 5. By providing automated

mutation characterization to researchers, they will be able to better appreciate all of the

previous four points. Other projects have shown that this paradigm of “collect and
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present” can be successful in lessening the time of research. These projects include

OMIM, Pfam, SCOP and others [1], [2], [3].

To provide researchers with both evolutionary and structural information about the

environments around mutations, the relationships between disease and evolution, and,

disease and structure, must first be characterized within the context of SNPs. This will

give researchers the ability to interpret these relationships in previously uncharacterized

SNPs. Currently, the relationship between evolution and disease is not clear. To

understand how evolution can lead insight into variation, it must be realized that the link

between evolution and disease is function. Disease occurs when function is disrupted or

amplified. Evolution usually pressures to retain function, unless the evolutionary event

alters function and is adopted. Adoption of an altered function is a rare event.

Comparative genomics tools provide us with the computational techniques for studying

genes within the context of evolution and function. These programs use gene differences

within a pool of homologous genes from many organisms to infer differences in structure

and function. These technologies include both sequence-based methods and structure

based methods. Using the power of comparative genomics, I can automatically collect

and annotate variation databases to include information needed to make the disease

variation correlations. To do this, I need to 1) collect the data and build an infrastructure

to store and present, 2) understand what information can be gleaned from that data with

statistical significance and 3) demonstrate applications of the data in a research setting..
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The goal of disease characterization is to lead researchers to a more efficient path toward

development of therapeutics. An understanding of the underlying structural and

functional basis for disease will give insight into: 1) appropriate targets for therapeutic

development, 2) structural models of binding site scaffolds that are suitable for rational

development of drug leads, 3) the causes therapeutic side effects, 3) environmental and

genotypic effects on the variation in disease phenotype, and 4) combination of multiple

genetic defects to give specific phenotypes. A database of structural and evolutionary

annotations and their correlation to disease will bring researchers closer to understanding

the underlying structural and functional basis for disease.

Closing

Within this thesis I have described methods for structural and sequence analysis of

disease-associated mutations. With the completion of the human genome project and the

introduction of personalized genotyping technologies, these tools hold a bright future for

use in basic research, diagnosis and the drug development pipeline.
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Abstract

Tools that automatically characterize molecular basis of disease-associated non

synonymous mutations will be useful for the study of disease. In order to determine

whether evolutionary information can be used to characterize mutations, we have

determined conservation patterns for 6176 non-synonymous and heritable disease

associated mutations in 263 genes. We define a parameter, called the conservation ratio,

as the average negative entropy of analyzable positions with reported mutations divided

by the average negative entropy of every analyzable position in the gene sequence. We

found that 81.0% of the 263 genes have conservation ratios less than one. Of those, 26

show average conservation ratios of zero. 113 genes had eleven or more analyzable

mutations and, of those, 96.4% had conservation ratios less than one.

Introduction

Recently there have been a number of commercial and public projects aimed at collecting

and understanding human genomic variation [1]. The goal of these projects is to provide

an understanding of how genotype is associated with disease, how it affects response to

drugs and how it affects the protein products of genes. Examples of these projects

include the SNP Consortium, the Human Genome Mutations Database [2], many gene

specific databases ([3], [4], for example), and both public and private genome sequencing

efforts [5]. Much of the data that is being collected are mutations annotated with their

.
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observed phenotype. Automated annotation methods based on structural and evolutionary

parameters can lead to insight into the molecular basis of disease.

With more than 3,000,000 identified variations and with over 40,000 of them having a

known phenotype, we are facing the problem of having many uncharacterized mutations.

Algorithms are needed for automatically annotating these gene variations to gain insight

into how they affect the gene's regulation and/or function of its protein products. Using

many collection technologies, uncharacterized SNP data is being placed in public

databases such as the Human Genome Mutations Database (over 20,000 entries) [2] and

the National Cancer Institute's CGAP-GAI (Cancer Genome Anatomy Project Genetic

Annotation Initiative) [6]. The CGAP-GAI group has identified 10,243 SNPs by

examining publicly available EST (Expressed Sequence Tag) chromatograms.

Software for analyzing unannotated SNPs will be especially useful when previously

unobserved mutations are discovered. Every human has genotypic differences from the

standard genome approximately every thousand base pairs [7], [8], [9]. Given knowledge

of how a genotype differs from the standard, it is important to be able to predict which of

the variations are likely to be the cause of disease or other phenotypic differences.

Evolutionary information about regulatory and coding regions of genes can be used to

highlight certain mutations or groups of mutations that are attributable to a phenotype

[10], [11].
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Early tools using phylogenetic and structural information have shown promise in

predicting the functional consequences of a mutation [12]. These reports predict that

anywhere between 20-36% of non-synonomous SNPs damage a gene's protein product.

In the report by Chasman and Adams, evolutionary information was found to be a useful

component in determining whether a mutation is deleterious [12], [13].

The association between disease-associated mutation positions and evolutionary

conservation have been reported in specific cases. An analysis of the breast and ovarian

cancer suseptability gene, BRCA1, showed that disease-associated mutations tend to

occur in highly conserved regions. An analysis of homologous sequences in the

androgen receptor have shown similar results [10]. Keratin 12, KRT12, is assocated with

Meesmann Corneal Epithelial Dystrophy (MCD). Reported mutations often occur in the

highly conserved alpha-helix-initiation motif of rod domain 1A or in the alpha-helix

termination motif of rod domain 2B [14]. Structure based analysis methods have also

been used to analyze Osteogenesis imperfecta associated COL1A1 mutations and

disease-associated P53 mutations [15], [16].

To determine the degree to which mutation positions differ evolutionarily from other

positions, we have built alignments of homologous genes for over 250 disease-associated

genes. These multiple alignments have then been used to assess the difference in

evolutionary conservation for positions that are both disease-associated and not

associated. The results show that, in general, positions with disease-associated mutations

are conserved more than the average position in the alignment. These alignments
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generated here can be used as a knowledge base for future phylogenetic-based prediction

algorithms.

Results

For the initial search, 212 independent locus mutation databases were used as seeds. This

returned a total of 479 genes and 8755 mutations from the HGMD. 67 genes did not have

listed cDNA sequences and were removed. BLAST searches and ClustalW alignments

were performed on each sequence giving 379 multiple sequence alignments. Analysis of

the original 479 genes, 73 returned no non-synonymous amino acid substitutions and

were removed if they were not removed previously. This left 286 sequences that were

suitable for analysis. During the analysis, 28 of the genes were discarded because they

did not have any mutations suitable for analysis as defined below. The family of collagen

genes was removed because of the difficulty in building alignments in sequences

containing the repeating G-X-Y triplet motif of the triple helix. This left a total of 263

genes (table 1).

Using seven randomly chosen genes as models, we found that using a maximum of 10

sequences and requiring each column analyzed to have a minimum of five amino acid

positions minimizes the conservation ratio. Other results showed that some sequences

had minima at around 30-35 sequences (not shown). Results were run with a maximum

sequence number of 10 and 32. A graph of the parameterization process is illustrated in

figure 1.

º
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The conservation ratio parameter is defined as the average negative entropy of analyzable

positions with reported mutations divided by the average negative entropy of every

analyzable position in the gene sequence. For maximum sequence number of 10,

analysis was performed on 263 genes and 6176 mutations and of those we found that

81.0% had conservation ratios less than one. From those, 113 genes had more than 10

analyzable mutations and 96.5% had conservation ratios less than one. For the maximum

sequence number of 32, analysis was performed on 265 genes and 6278 mutations and of

those we found that 74.7% had conservation ratios less than one. The complete results

are shown in figure 2. When the maximum sequence number is 10, nine genes with more

than two mutations had conservation ratios that were zero. They are summarized in table

2.

Discussion

Use of evolutionary information is a promising approach to automated characterization of

mutations. These results show that although conservation alone is not a predictive

measure, there is useful information contained in sequence alignments between

homologous genes. Approaches using conservation in a multiple alignment might work

well when associated with other methods such as structural analysis, population analysis

and experimental data.

º
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It is important to note that with an automated method such as this one, use of more

sequences does not necessarily increase sensitivity. As the sequences get more diverse,

the sequences have diverged so much that they can no longer help the algorithm.

Interestingly, as the number of sequences used in the alignments are varied, many

showed a maximization of signal at low sequence number (figure 2). We expected that at

low sequence number, only the sequences within a family are included and the sequence

pool lacks diversity so sensitivity would be low. At high sequence number, noise begins

to dominate the entropy term. It is easy to speculate that this graph should have a

characteristic “U” shape. The position of the minimum is dependent on the character of

the sequences within the set. Anecdotally, we have seen this pattern in some genes, but a

random sampling doesn't show this. Knowledge of how the sequence pool clusters into

families may increase the sensitivity if it can be used to determine the optimal number of

sequences used in each multiple alignment. It may also be helpful to use sequence

weighting methods such as Henikoff weighting [ref] at that time.

Our measured parameter, the conservation ratio, is a quantity that measures the

usefulness of a multiple alignment for characterizing mutations in a gene sequence.

Knowledge of more mutations in a gene does not necessarily lower the conservation

ratio. As figure 3 shows, the percentage of genes that are conserved more than average

steadily declines after 11 mutations per gene.

The genes that show the highest conservation in mutated positions fall into many classes.

Interestingly, the prion protein (PRPN) [17],[18], [19] is very conserved overall,
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especially in positions associated with disease. Genes related to diseases of the eyes are

also common. For example, CRX [20], [21] and CNGA3 [22] are completely conserved

and KRT12 (CE=.055) [14],[23], CYP1B1 (CE=.19) [24], PAX6 (CE=.30), PDE6B

(CE=.8), and MYOC (CE=.74) are highly conserved, although CACNA1F (CE=1.09) is

less conserved.

Other tools such as correlated mutation analysis and evolutionary trace methods can be

applied to the alignments we have built. We are currently using these methods as models

to develop algorithms that maximize the conservation difference between mutation

positions and the rest of the alignment. We are also developing a method that can assess

the probability that any single mutation is associated with disease.

Methods

Non-synonymous mutations were acquired from the Human Genome Mutations

Database. Genes with HGMD independent databases were selected and used as search

criteria for the HGMD. To obtain families of disease-associated mutations, each gene

name was shortened to three characters and the search was performed with a wildcard.

For each of those genes, all known non-synonymous mutations were then downloaded

with the cDNA sequence for that gene.

Each cDNA sequence was then translated and placed in a FASTA formatted file. For

each of the resultant files, a BLAST [25] search was performed against the SwissProt

~
*
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database. All sequences from the returned hits were then stored in FASTA format files.

For each of the genes that returned BLAST results with probability scores smaller than

1e–5, ClustalW [26) was used to build a sequence alignment. Immediately before the

ClustalW alignments were made, the most similar sequence to the gene of interest was

replaced by the sequence of that gene. Usually the most similar sequence is simply the

sequence used in the search. At this point, all genes with large numbers of repeat regions

where removed.

For each of the alignments, the sequences were ordered by their similarity to the genes of

interest by using the returned BLAST score. The alignment was then reduced to include

the most similar sequences to the gene of interest. The number used in trimming

throughout the analysis was determined by varying on a model system and choosing the

value where the results were greatest. Then, for each amino acid in the position of

interest, the negative entropy was determined using the following formula:

E = -12 PlogP,

Where the P are the probabilities of finding a particular amino acid at that position. For

& 4 & 4this analysis, gapped positions, “-", were arbitrarily considered amino acids.

For each known mutation, the negative entropy of the column it occupies was tabulated.

Mutations not in the coding region are discarded. Mutations without at least a minimum

of five amino acid positions (not including gaps) down their column in the alignment
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were discarded. This parameter of five was chosen during parameterization of a few

selected genes. Therefore, all mutations must have at least a minimum and at most a

maximum number of amino acids in their column. The average negative entropy for each

mutation within a gene was compared to the average entropy of all columns satisfying the

criteria for analysis. Mutations outside of the coding region or mutations encoding

termination codons were discarded.

The list of genes was then sorted by average negative entropy of the mutations. We then

calculated the conservation entropy, CE, using equation 2:

CE = average NE of mutation positions/average NE of all positions in the gene sequence
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Table 1: Genes used for statistics with minimum sequence number of ten.
ABCA1
ABCA4
ABCB11
ABCB2
ABCC2
ABCC8
ABCD1
ACTA1
ACTC
ACTN4
ACVR2B
ACVRL1
ADA
ADRB2
ADSL

APP
AQP1
AQP2
AR
AT3
ATM
ATP2A2
ATP2A3
ATP2C1
ATP6B1
ATP7A
ATP7B
AVP
AVPR2
B4GALT7
BCHE
BLM
BRCA1
BTK
CACNA1A
CACNA1F
CACNA1S
CAPN3
CASP10
CASR
CAV3
CBS
CDK4
CDKN2A
CFTR
CLCN1
CNGA3
COMP
CPT2
CRB1
CRX
CSTB
CSX
CYBB
CYP11B1
CYP11B2
CYP17
CYP19
CYP1B1
CYP21A2
CYP27A1
CYP27Bl
CYP2C19
CYP2D6
DES
DKCl
DMD

DRD2
ED1
EGR2

MNGIE
MPl
MPZ
MSH2
MSH6
MTM1
MYBPC3
MYL2
MYL3
MYO7A
MYOC
NAGA
NCFl
NCF2
NF1
NF2
NOTCH3
NROB1
NR2E3
NTRK1
OCA2
OCRL
OTC
PAFAH1B1
PAH
PAX2
PAX3
PAX6
PAX8
PCCA
PCCB
PDE6A
PDE6B
PEPD
PFC
PHEX

SGCA
SGCB
SH2D1A
SLC10A2
SLC 12A1
SLC12A3
SLC17A5
SLC19A2
SLC22A5
SLC26A2
SLC2A2
SLC2A4
SLC3A1
SLC4A1
SLC4A4
SLC5A1
SLC5A5
SLC7A7
SLC7A9
SOD1
SOX9

TP53

TSC1
TSHB
TSHR

TYR
UCP3
VMD2
VWF

WISP3
WT1

N
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Table 2: Genes with average conservation ratios of zero. All genes with more than two
mutations are shown. Results shown from data with maximum sequence number of ten. See text for
details.

Gene Disease Association # Mutations

ACTA1 Actin Myopathy, Nemaline Myopathy 13
ATP2C1 Hailey-Hailey Disease 3
CNGA3 Color-blindness 6

CRX Cone-rod dystrophy, Leber congenital amaurosis 3
DES Desmin Myopathy 6
KCNA1 Episodic Ataxia 8
POU1F1 Pituitary Hormone Dificiency, Cretinism 7
POU2F4 Mixed Deafness, X-Linked Deafness 3
SOX9 Campomelic Dysplasia 6

S
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Figure 1:
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Figure 2: Disease-associated genes versus conservation. Black bars represent average negative
entropy of mutation positions within a gene. Green bars represent average negative entropy of entire
multiple alignment. a) Results with maximum number of sequences at 32 (74.7% show conservation ratios
less than one). b) Results with maximum number of sequences at 10 (81.0% show conservation ratios less
than one).
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Figure 3: Percentage of genes with an average conservation ratio less than one. X axis 7

varies minimum number of mutations reported per gene.
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